 Frontiers

(Synthesiser music plays)

Man : If I'm showering..I..two minutes...three minutes every time I'm showering I've concentrated very hard on the water washing away the cancer cells.I was up in the sink and I often think as I'm doing that I'm washing away the cancer cells as I'm washing the pots!
I try to imagine my white cells attacking the cancer cells,I mentally talk to them and talk to my host defence system by saying how healthy it all is,how effective they are,how efficient they are,and I think this positiveness and the imagery contribute to my own future by mind over body.

Peter Evans : As part of his treatment for a serious form of cancer,Barry Britain practices what's called "guided imagery" visualising the white defensive cells of his immune system attacking the invasive tumour.He now seems to be beating the disease,so can the mind exert a genuine healing effect on the body?
 Now if I'd posed that question a couple of decades ago,most serious biomedical researchers would have raised a sceptical if not contemptuous eyebrow,they would probably have already have switched off their radios by now.but today perhaps not.Because the idea that events in our brain can influence both our propensity to contract illnesses,as well as our ability to combat them,is moving away from the unconventional fringe,towards the respectable centre of the research agenda.
 The new evidence we'll be looking at,some of it just being published in detail in scientific journals,goes one stage further in establishing the subtle but very real links between mind and body.
A new branch of science psychoneuroimmunology,PNI sets out to find those links.It's still in it's infancy,although it studies phenomena that the Greek physician Hippocrates observed over 2000 years ago.

Hippocrates : I would rather know the person who has the disease,than know the disease the person has.

"The idea goes back to antiquity,essentially.It's all about how the mind and the brain can influence various aspects of biological functioning,particularly hormones and host defences. But it's really only in the last 25 years,that mainstream scientists have begun to take seriously the possibility that psycho social factors can have reliable measurable robust effects on host defences."

(Song plays)
"The average unmarried female,basically insecure,
Due to all the frustration may react,
With psychosomatic symptoms,
Difficult to endure,
Affecting the upper respiratory tract...."

"If you're really very unhappy,you know,not very well,it'll have an effect on you,so we all have an understanding that there is a connection."

[Yes,but are all emotional symptoms essentially biochemical and EM variations? "Feeling down" may have a physiological allegory in chemicals. Contrariwise "lifting one's spirits" by say doing an activity may have a biological response (see artmind.rtf -trans.html @nbci {The Bosnian children} ].Various therapies involving sensation or stimuli can change mood,but if mood is essentially physical which in essence it must be,or at least the consequence of physical processes,then the stimulus is bound to have an effect.Short of "emergent phenomena" there is no immaterial component in the sense of an homunculus "soul" or "spirit" that is being affected.These are all abstractions of the net effects of the nexus of physical processes -LB]

(Song continues)
"...in other words just by worrying whether the wedding is on or off,
A person can develop a cough."


"The problem is the evidence of a mechanism by which the mind controls the body is something that has been extraordinarily difficult for us to get get hold of,and the idea that it exists has been used by new age people and various other people to say that they can do things that classical medicine can't.And of course it's got the whole of psychoneuroimmunology a bad name."

Peter Evans : So the name of the game for you and other PNI researchers is to really accrete some hard evidence about the connections?

" I think the real important thing is to provide evidence that psychoneuroimmunology is a real subject and we understand it,we can actually help treat people,we can make people better."

Reporter : There they are,the splashdown is complete,they're now deploying the single spacecraft floating in the water,whoops and it sort of half capsized..."

Peter Evans : The whole field of PNI lifted off with the touchdown in 1973 of the American Skylab mission,which studied the effects on astronauts of prolonged exposure to conditions in space,one clear cut result was that the levels of defensive white cells - T-lymphocytes in their blood,were indeed reduced,suggesting that the stresses of space flight might compromise immune function.Now this was a result that caught the attention of PNI pioneer Ron Glaser,an immunologist,who went on to explore the effect of exam stress on medical students.His first steps were cautious.

[It's interesting that when science forays into GM everyone screams "caution!".But new agers can make any old claim they want without ever exercising caution about possible dangers or possibly being wrong.Oddly they are the same people who have knee-jerk allergic reactions to science. If science has to proceed with tentative footsteps,so should everyone else,because scientists are trained,and the pseudo-sciences are not. The moves that are made by the pseudo sciences are like sending in a drunk into a minefield to clear it,when what is needed is trained bomb defusers. One would guess that the trained people are more likely to know what they are doing and less likely to cause damage,whereas with a drunk,the reverse is true. There is all the more requirement for the drunk to be cautious -not less. One might say that the drunk was a "natural" person,without special ability or that somehow by walking strangely he avoided mines,this is the warped reasoning of the pseudo sciences,who- if they had anything to them would not need to borrow scientific terms to make them seem more credible than they are. (see natural.html and trickers.html @nbci).One cannot assume that a connection exists without evidence or look for disproof in order to undermine the assumption,nor find data that ONLY fits the assumption.One must only accept something AFTER positive evidence concurs -LB]

Like many scientists he'd always thought that the brain and immune system were completely separate.

Ron Glaser : I was one of the sceptics.In fact I didn't believe really that the work we were going to do was going to work,and we wound up doing 10 years worth of studies,and so we looked at different aspects of cellular immune response,and we looked at various T-cell responses- T-lymphocyte responses,responses by natural killer cells,another type of blood cells,and the production of molecules like cytokines,that these cells produce to communicate with each another.

[What is notable is those making wild claims about mind/body abilities have NOT done 10 years of research,nor do they know anything about Cytokines or lymphocytes and yet they claim to know what they are talking about.This is how Peter Dale of Ch4 came to say regarding Graham Hancock "I don't see why people like Graham Hancock shouldn't be allowed to air theories without being constantly checked in their wilder flights of fancy by other experts with other theories." (see toynbee8.html) as if Hancock a self confessed non scientists had any claim to put forward a theory on TV having never put in the sort of work required by scientists in order to prove something,nor have it peer reviewed.Peter Dale like many others seems to think scientists just hazard theories straight from the hip,and as such anyone can have a go and be just as viable.Or that science is "just another belief".These views are so stereotypical of the public and even media correspondents that they are indicative of how ignorant of science people really are (see sci-mat.html@nbci) -LB]

I guess to sum it up,in the young healthy adults,examination stress,disregulated [None of my spell checkers like that one,I'm not sure if "deregulated" is what is meant,but at least it passed the spell check -LB] many aspects of the immune response.

Peter Evans : Are you saying that these bright young things who are used to taking exams stressed by their medical exams,their immune function was being compromised,it was being depressed - down regulated.

Ron Glaser :  That's correct,stress can modulate statistically significant differences,or negative changes in the immune system.

Stafford Lightman : But although that is interesting,it isn't really the real answer,because what we need to know is whether or not in stress-like situations,people's actual ability to fight disease changes,so that they are genuinely more likely to be ill.

Peter Evans : Stafford Lightman,a neuroendocrinologist at Bristol University who's been devising experiments to try to make the crucial link between stressful events and illness.

Stafford Lightman : In order to do this we have to have a study in which we look at highly stressed people and we see whether they are more susceptible to getting infections or getting cancers,and things like this.

[Without such data one cannot KNOW that any such link exists,it's therefore perplexing why some people are so adamant that it does.Personal observation doesn't count.One sunny day isn't a summer.Any assumption therefore is unsubstantiated belief,and whether or not that belief later turns out to be true,does no validate the process of assuming before the fact.
 This is like assuming guilt,and after guilt being proven saying "see I told you so",this belies the point that one is innocent until proven guilty,it makes no odds IF one is right,one should not have assumed guilt in the first place.The sceptical position is the only viable position until data arrives.Assuming innocence is an absolute must to minimise wrongful imprisonment. Similarly assumption of the negative is necessary in science to minimise mistakes,which is what the public demands.It's farcical that the same public in its own beliefs assumes things to be the case BEFORE the fact and maximises untruths and mistakes in their own lives,such people have got no right to make demands that science be scrupulous,when they are so shoddy in their own decision making and beliefs.People in glass houses.... -LB]

And that is an incredibly difficult thing to do,and you need to do it in large numbers of people.Because we're not talking about an acute stress,I mean responding to an acute stress is good for you ,you need to be able to respond to an acute stress to get away from a situation.What we're talking about is people who are under chronic stress for very long periods of time.

Peter Evans : Now one group of people who do suffer chronic stress sometimes for many years,are those who look after elderly sick parents,or partners with dementures,such as Alzheimer's disease,indeed their fate is sometimes described as "a living bereavement".Professor Lightman joined forces with psychologist Kav Vadara,to study it's effects on the care givers.

Kav Vadara : We recruited a group of individuals who were caring for a husband or wife with a dementing illness and a group of individuals who were married but didn't have that kind of chronic stress in their lives,they didn't have any care giving responsibilities whatsoever,and then we gave our participants influenza (see world31.rtf) vaccination,now influenza vaccine is given routinely to the elderly,and so we gave it at the same time of year as most elderly people get it,the start of the flu season and what we were interested in looking at was the nature of their immune response to this vaccination,because it provides us with a very elegant analogue,of how well they would respond in the face of an infectious illness,without actually exposing them to the risk (see reith992.html and tnbg1.html) of disease,because obviously that's clearly very crucial.

[Note that all the participants in the care giving group could by chance all have weak immune systems to start with,and thus any effect might not be due to the stress,but the whole point of large studies is to make this "unlikely" and to filter the actual circumstance under test to be the thing that is "likely" to be influential. Without carrying out such a process,any assertion that social factors affect physiology is just guesswork and heresay,this is why a scientific study carries more weight than a belief .As it says in tnbg1.html "We use statistics to test hypotheses because we know that the same set of data could arise whether or not a given hypothesis is true." .In other words the people could have depressed immune response ANYWAY,and to show possible cause and effect,the group study MUST be carried out.One cannot ASSUME cause and effect,just because superficially it looks like that is what is happening.Similarly with all other beliefs and speculations,from God to aliens- assume the negative and find positive proof,when the same set of data could arise either way,stats is all you've got.Notably those who jump to conclusions are no good at stats,cannot do mathematics and/or invert the burden of proof (see sci-mat3.html {Sue Blackmore} ) -LB]

Peter Evans : Because when you vaccinate someone you generate antibodies,so if your immune function is depressed,you'll just generate fewer antibodies.

Kav Vadara : Exactly,and the measure that we use to determine how well people were responding,is a widely recognised clinical measure which says that you should increase your antibody levels by 4 times if you're generating a clinically appropriate response to vaccination. So from the time immediately before vaccination to a period 28 days later,which is when we took our final blood sample,how many of our carers compared with the people who weren't carers,actually generated this 4 fold increase in their antibody levels.And what we found was that significantly fewer of our carers actually were able to mount this response.Only 16% of them compared with 39% of the individuals who weren't carers.

[This is one of those instances where being numerate comes in handy,and here is one of the ways results can be manipulated.If these results were stated comparatively as "the number of people mounting a response in the none caring group was 'more than twice' the number in the caring group" it would be true,but sounds more.16% and 39% are both less than half of the people in both cases. You might say there was a "marked difference" between the groups,but we need to know whether that gap is covered by the margin of error allowed in each group,ie what potential is for a non carer to not have a response,and what the potential is for a carer to have a response even if stressed,if those margins cross then results would not be significant.In order to cross the error would have to be about 50%,which seems ludicrous, suggesting that the figures are significant,but then I'm not a statistician -LB]

And this is clearly quite worrying,because what it's telling you is that even after vaccination only 16% of those carers were protected against flu in that year.

[What's worrying is how low the figure is in both groups -LB]

Peter Evans : It's pretty clear that you've got people caring for elderly relatives or spouses that they need perhaps some psychological support during the caring process.

[That's exactly why my wife set up C.A.R.E.S for those looking after people with skin dysfunction, which has now run out of funds,but continues as AOL web pages (members.aol.com/CARES12345/ )-LB]

Kav Vadara : Absolutely,and in fact following on from this work we actually asked some carers to participate in a stress management intervention. With the help of the clinical psychologist,who facilitated that group,they identified ways of perhaps ameliorating that stress that they were experiencing. It's early days in terms of our results for that study,but our preliminary analyses are certainly indicating that the carers who participated in the stress management intervention had  much better response than those who didn't.

Peter Evans : So,what is happening in the body when chronic stress impairs immune functions? What are the links in the psychoneuroimmunological chain?

Stafford Lightman : Well,we can put quite a lot of links in the middle,but I think it would be unfair to say we understand it completely. The major problem in chronic stress is that we increase the level of hormone called Cortisol in our blood. Cortisol is very important for you in a fairly short term situation because it puts up the level of sugar in the blood and it makes the body work a bit more efficiently.

Peter Evans : Which is good,which is good in many circumstances?

Stafford Lightman : Which is good for you,which is very good for you.So acute responses, somebody maybe playing a violin in an orchestra and things like this,it's not bad for them to have this,in fact it's good. If this goes on for prolonged periods of time,what happens is that could actually decrease the activity of your white cells to such a degree that they can't respond appropriately to the infection or the cancer or whatever it is you might have in the body.

Peter Evans : You go quite demonstrably from behaviour ,stresses in every day life ,to the neuro endocrine system to the immune system,and the deleterious effects of a depressed immune system prone to infection,haven't you put most of the links in?

Stafford Lightman : We've put most of the links in but what we can't do - and we're not able to do yet - is to prove stress causes these diseases in itself.

Kav Vadara : Because you can never guarantee that one stressor will always be stressful to all people,you have a problem straight away,and even if you do manage by some miracle to induce this chronic stress in a group of people, then  you've got to make sure that they're all exposed to the same pathogen that's going to make them sick. So you know,I could experience a period of immune suppression because I'm having a very difficult time at work,but if I'm not exposed to any bug that I'm particularly susceptible to,then actually I'm not going to get ill,so you know,you need to have both of those things,and as you can imagine,if you're trying to do,sort of,naturalistic studies,it's very difficult to control both of those things.
[Nevermind Kav,just do what the pseudo sciences do,pretend they don't exist and completely ignore the problems - LB]

Peter Evans : Which takes us back to Ron Glaser,who's current research is designed to keep control over all the factors involved - stress, immune impairment,and the presence of infection. Using volunteer subjects experiencing chronic stress,again care givers looking after people with Alzheimers,he induces a small blister on their arm,and studies the process of healing.  

Ron Glaser : In response to the blister wound,cells that are important for wound healing migrate from the blood into the wound site,and all the cytokines and all the products that these cells are making to react to that wound,are made in that chamber,that we can measure in quantity.Two cytokines are very important for the early stages of wound healing.A cytokine called Interleukin 1 and another one called Interleukin 8 and so we measured those two cytokines in the fluid in those chambers and what we found was that in the people who were more stressed,that there was a significant decrease,in both Interleukin 1 and Interleukin 8 and found that we could correlate the levels of cortisol with the down regulation of the two cytokines.
That really got our attention,because we found a 9 day in wound healing.If you think about that,if you can show a 9 day delay in a small wound like that,what is the implications for people going into hospital,getting minor and major surgery? If there was some way that the immune system could be manipulated prior to surgery that might either reduce the  the time a person stays in the hospital- and by the way reduce the risk for acquired hospital infections - which as you know these days is becoming a severe serious problem.

Peter Evans : Exactly so.

Ron Glaser : That even if you could impact on that even a little bit,let's say for example that a person's getting bypass surgery,heart bypass surgery and instead of being in the hospital for 2-3 weeks,you could reduce that time in the hospital by 3 days.If you multiply that out,across how many patients are getting this kind of surgery,we're talking significant economic issues.

Peter Evans : Now so far we've been concentrating on the possible effects on health of long term or chronic stress.Can short term stresses to impair immune functioning?
Psycho physiologist Angela Klau at Westminster University thinks they might.She's studying the impact of brief stresses on the functioning of the mucosal layer of cells that lines the inside of all our organs,a total surface area 400 times greater than that of our skin.


Angela Klau :   It's absolutely the first line of defence against infection,and it has to be protected by antibodies which are secreted from the inside of the body to line that mucosal layer and bind to any nasty pathogens,viruses and bacteria,and stop them entering your body. We exposed subjects to either a pleasant or an unpleasant smell,and see what one minutes exposure does to the levels of antibody during that period of time.We've also investigated slightly longer periods where people have played a computer game for about half an hour,either stressful computer games where there's lots of fighting and combat,or mildly intellectual computer games where they have to do jigsaw puzzles,and we found again that these two different types of acute challenges,have different effects on the IGA system,and the antibody levels.The arousing enjoyable games,would increase the levels of the IGA,but the stressful ones would not.It seems that things that people enjoy that activate their positive mood systems will mobilise an increased availability of this IGA,but things which are making people feel more negative and withdrawn have the opposite effect,and the number of these experiences that you have throughout the day,might have an effect on your general well being over prolonged periods of time,but like the drip,drip,drip of a tap if you tend to have lots of positive experiences then that's going to lead to repeated short term transient increases in your IGA,whereas if your susceptible to lots of negative experiences it could have the opposite effect.So even though it is a rapid effect,it might in the long run,have substantial effects on a person's susceptibility to illness.

Peter Evans : In other words,you don't have to suffer the major reversal's of bereavement, divorce,financial insecurity,and so on for your immune system to take a battering. Repeated,rapid and only mildly averse experiences too,can cumulatively represent a threat.Now this is something new in PNI and it's quite difficult to explain.At the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology - UMIST though [The home team -LB],Gillial Myan,may have found an explanation which bypasses the hormonal system.He's looking at the way the brain and nervous system are wired up,and discovering direct connections between a type of nerve cell or neurone called a pain nerve fibre,and immune cells in the skin. We looked at one of his microscope images of the junction point.

Gillial Myan : Here we have a picture in which we've stained two cells in skin.One is a pain nerve fibre,and the other is a particular kind of immune cell,called an epidermal laggerhad cell.Now this cell accounts for every third or fourth cell in the skin,and also in the mucous membrane.

Peter Evans : Now as I look at the picture the immune component,that cell,that's the large green one,and the nerve bit,the bit from the brain,that goes right into the cell,they are in physical and biochemical contact?

Gillial Myan : Yes indeed,and we know that the neurotransmitter contained in these nerve fibres modulates the activity of these cells,so these cells are involved in processing challenge that comes through the skin,and presenting it to the immune system that allows the immune system to respond to that stimulation. [Ref : Audio Fuji c904 "The Enemy Within"]

Peter Evans :  So it's basically telling the immune system that there's something here that you need to respond to and get on with it.

Gillial Myan : Yes,so we've looked in the bone marrow and other people have looked in the lymph nodes, in the thymus and other areas of immune activity such as the gut,and everywhere we find a similar relationship between these nerve fibres and immune cells.

Peter Evans : What do they exist for these nerve fibres into these immune organs? What's their function under normal circumstance?

Gillial Myan :  These nerve fibres are unusual in being able to propagate in both directions. So they can take information from these cells to the brain....

Peter Evans :  From these immune cells?

Gillial Myan :  ...yes,and information can also be sent from the brain to these cells,and this can give us a rapid response pathway for challenges that we receive.

Peter Evans :  So argues doctor Myan,the brain's pain nerve fibres run a two way surveillance system,they both monitor the activity of the immune cells to which they're adjoined,and stimulate them to act in the presence of an invader.Under stress though those nerve fibres become over excited and over stimulate the immune system,a case of "too much of a good thing".

Gillial Myan :   You get excess activation of the immune system,so we end up with skin problems such as psoriasis or dermatitis,in this particular case or immune malfunction in other situations.

[My own dermatologist suggested that my hyperactivity/nervous disposition could have been one reason why my skin had been troubled,presumably this is the mechanism -LB]

So you get irritable bowl syndrome,colitis,Crone's disease,dermatitis,psoriasis,these are all expressions of an over active or inappropriate immune response.

Peter Evans :  So are you opening up here a totally different sort of channel for PNI basically? And are we talking about,as you mention a number of diseases there,a whole new range of diseases that maybe occasioned by excessive stress let's say.

Gillial Myan :   That's precisely what we are proposing,that this direct nerve fibre projection system is probably mediating a number of clinical conditions that could be treated by addressing that connection. In terms of drug intervention you could target the specific receptors on these immune cells which are responding to these neurotransmitters,released at the sites.Also I think in people who are prone to anxiety,or stress,both negative and positive,could be treated by some kind of psychological treatment,where you're relieved from the stress.Suddenly the system can clear everything from your body that previously you were suffering with,so tumour cells are removed from the body rapidly after a period of stress,where the stress removed.Illnesses are cleared from the body,bacterial infections are cleared from the body,all these things go away on release of stress,and I believe that's partly through activation of this neural pathway.

Woman :  I used to imagine my tumour was a monster like a child's bogglin was how I saw it,it was in a cage and it writhed about in this cage,and it was trying to get out of the cage,and that was important to me because my biggest fear was that this tumour would spread,and so it was always so important that this monster never got out of the cage.

Peter Evans :  If the brain can be shown to affect the body to the extent of actually producing illness,and I emphasise the if,then theoretically it should be possible to stand the whole process on it's head,and use the mind to help heal the body too.
Psychologist Leslie Walker,from the University of Hull,has been investigating the effects of relaxation and guided imagery sessions such as the one you've just heard,on the immune status of women with metastatic or secondary breast cancer.
There were 80 women in the study,all of whom had been receiving chemotherapy to treat their secondary tumours.

Leslie Walker : We randomised these 80 women,either to receive a high level of support,or a high level of support and in addition,relaxation and guided imagery,as we expected,patients who had been randomised,to the psychological intervention,showed clear benefits in terms of quality of life during chemotherapy,and indeed thereafter.What was very exciting was that at the end of the 37 weeks when we looked carefully at our data ,we were able to show statistically significant alterations between these two,the control group and the intervention group,patients randomised to the intervention had higher numbers and percentages of activated T-cells and mature T-cells,and quite intriguingly and possibly very significantly,at the end of the study the final follow up,37 weeks post diagnosis,those in the intervention group had significantly greater killer cell activity controlling progression of disease.There are now five randomised control trials in the world literature,which have shown a survival advantage to patients who receive a psychological intervention.But I want to stress  that there are negative studies as well,and I would also like to stress [Don't stress too much! -LB] that no one to date has shown that if patients survive longer the mechanism is through alterations in host defences produced by the psycho social intervention.I think that this is where knowledge has reached at the present time,we just don't quite know the answer to this.


[See my comments in sci-mat1.html on random trials and also random.html@nbci,note that many new age therapists do not use control groups,they thus have no objective idea whether their therapy is working or not.See above for statistical significance.Note that a scientists is admitting he does not know,the honest thing to do -LB]

Peter Evans :   So a tantalising finding,but still not conclusive.Which is why PNI although growing daily in stature as a branch of biomedical research,still has it's detractors.They argue for example, that when a person succumbs to a bacterial or viral infection,surely it's the bug that causes the diseases not the state of mind of the person who is infected.

Kav Vadara : Absolutely right,bugs do cause disease,however there are still two questions that remain unanswered,why is one person more vulnerable than any other,could that in part be due to stress,somebody becomes more vulnerable,because their immune becomes undermined,due to some chronic stressor,and then there's also the issue of variable outcome in the case of something really nasty that's potentially terminal,what's the difference...what it is that makes the difference between an HIV patient lasting for 5 years and 25 years,we have long term survivors in all of these chronic illnesses,and there we need to explain those mechanisms,and it doesn't seem that virology and those sorts of sciences have yet provided those answers.

Stafford Lightman :  We're happy to have a healthy scepticism,but I  think it is up to us to prove that this is something real and that it's something worth investigating,and that it will be in the interests of popular health of populations to do something about.

[Note that the onus is on the claimant to prove the case,it's not up to science to disprove a belief,and that a mechanism of action needs to be found before one can say that something is truly happening in cause and effect terms.It doesn't  matter what one believes,it's not true until you prove and and find how how in principle it can happen -LB]

Peter Evans : Because so far it's at the level of ,I suppose what a judge might call "circumstantial evidence". You don't have actual cause and effect.You have...all the signs seem to point in that direction,but you don't have a demonstrable case that shows it?

[That's exactly my point over alien visitation and all other wild paranormal claims,and in this case of mind over body -LB]

Stafford Lightman :   We have the two extremes.We can prove that for instance stress can activate the neuro endocrine system,we can prove that high levels of cortisol can decrease your response to disease,what we can't prove,what we haven't yet been able to prove is that high levels of stress are a major causative factor in a large number of diseases. That we haven't been able to prove.

Peter Evans : The reason that proof is so far lacking,stems from the bewildering complexity of the different systems involved.If you put the brain,the endocrine system,and immune systems together,
[ I was led to investigate the endocrine (hormone) system whilst checking upon my skin -LB]
you have an immensely large orchestra of cells,molecules,and biochemical messengers each contributing to the harmonious workings of the body.We just don't know what the effects are of interfering with any of those components,be it defensive T-cells or aggressive killer cells any more than you or I might notice that one flute was ever so slightly flat during a symphony.
[Note that if scientists  who understand those molecules don't know,the chance of a new age therapist who doesn't understand molecular biology knowing is that much less -LB]

There's the psychological element.People too are extremely complex and variable.Their personalities ranging from the sunny to the melancholic,their attitudes from the negative to the positive.All those factors have to be taken into account if PNI is to make any headway.
But although some crucial links in the mind/body chain
[Note that this is a false dichotomy set up by Descartes -LB]
seem to be missing,research seems to be telling us quite clearly,that the current move towards holistic medicine is a move in the right direction.
[This defeats the mind/body division,and accommodates ideas in physics and maths -LB]

Sick people are not like malfunctioning machines,they have extra human dimensions that need to be taken into account,both in treating sickness and in preventing it.

" We shouldn't assume that what's good for one person is good for another. We need to recognise that there are individual differences,and if that's the case,the way forward is to try to identify individuals who we think might benefit particularly from a psychological intervention,and to evaluate the psychological intervention within the context of a randomised trial,with these individuals,because individuals who are unlikely to benefit obviously are simply going to increase the amount of error in the data that finally emerges,that's one of the challenges that lies ahead."

Stafford Lightman : There is certainly evidence that if you are in a loving relationship and if the world seems good to you that you are less likely to be unwell.But if you're asking me how likely you are not to get nasty diseases in that situation it's very difficult.There is certainly a germ of truth in it [Another inappropriate word? -LB].But how important it is we just don't know.

Next week prions and BSE
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